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A B S T R A C T

Patients with deep brain stimulation devices highly benefit from postoperative MRI exams, however MRI is not
readily accessible to these patients due to safety risks associated with RF heating of the implants. Recently we
introduced a patient-adjustable reconfigurable coil technology that substantially reduced local SAR at tips of
single isolated DBS leads during MRI at 1.5 T in 9 realistic patient models. This contribution extends our work to
higher fields by demonstrating the feasibility of scaling the technology to 3T and assessing its performance in
patients with bilateral leads as well as fully implanted systems. We developed patient-derived models of bilateral
DBS leads and fully implanted DBS systems from postoperative CT images of 13 patients and performed finite
element simulations to calculate SAR amplification at electrode contacts during MRI with a reconfigurable
rotating coil at 3T. Compared to a conventional quadrature body coil, the reconfigurable coil system reduced the
SAR on average by 83% for unilateral leads and by 59% for bilateral leads. A simple surgical modification in
trajectory of implanted leads was demonstrated to increase the SAR reduction efficiency of the rotating coil to
>90% in a patient with a fully implanted bilateral DBS system. Thermal analysis of temperature-rise around
electrode contacts during typical brain exams showed a 15-fold heating reduction using the rotating coil,
generating <1�C temperature rise during ~4-min imaging with high-SAR sequences where a conventional CP coil
generated >10�C temperature rise in the tissue for the same flip angle.
1. Introduction

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an FDA-approved neurostimulation
procedure treating drug resistant Parkinson's disease (PD), essential
tremor (ET), and dystonia (Flora et al., 2010; Hubble et al., 1996;
Blomstedt et al., 2007; Kumar et al., 1999; Ostrem and Starr, 2008), with
applications rapidly expanding to neuropathic pain (Owen et al., 2007;
Boccard et al., 2012), obsessive compulsive disorder (Gabriels et al.,
y, Feinberg School of Medicine, N
. Golestanirad).
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2003; Greenberget al, 2008), epilepsy (Boonet al, 2007), and Alzheimer's
disease (Laxton and Lozano, 2013). Although decades have passed since
the inception of DBS and its clinical applications have grown exponen-
tially, its biophysical mechanisms remain unclear. Uncertainties remain
about which circuits are affected, which exact neural populations need to
be targeted, and the most efficacious stimulation protocol (Lozanoet al,
2019). There is a consensus that meticulous use of neuroimaging, both
for target verification and for postoperative monitoring of functional
orthwestern University, Chicago, IL, USA.
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Fig. 1. CT images of patients with isolated and fully implanted DBS devices. A:
Patient with bilateral leads prior their connection to the implantable pulse
generator (IPG). Labels “contralateral” and “ipsilateral” are with respect to the
body side that the IPG is planned to be implanted later. B: A patient with a fully
implanted DBS system consisting of two IPGs, two leads, and two extension
cables connecting leads to the IPGs.
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changes induced in the affected brain networks can help interpreting
clinical outcomes and design enhanced therapeutic protocols (Williams
et al., 2014; Cui and Ling, 2016). Due to its excellent soft tissue contrast
and non-invasive nature, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is excel-
lently poised to answer open questions regarding DBS mechanism and
targeting. Unfortunately, the interaction of radiofrequency (RF) fields of
MRI scanners and implanted leads results in safety hazards that limit
postoperative accessibility of MRI to these patients (Rezaiet al, 2005;
Rezaiet al, 2004). Today, MRI of DBS patients is limited to
MR-conditional devices which require pulse sequences with a
whole-head SAR of 0.1W/kg (30 times below the FDA limit for imaging
in the absence of conductive implants) and 3T systems are absolutely
contraindicated (Medtronic, 2015; Jude Medical, 2018). This excludes
sequences that are essential to rule out complications (e.g., diffusion and
T2-weighted imaging to detect stroke and hemorrhage), state-of-the-art
fast imaging techniques that have become an integral part of functional
studies (e.g., simultaneous multi-slice imaging (Feinberg and Setsompop,
2013)), and novel high-precision electrode localization methods (e.g.,
zero-TE phase imaging (Ramani et al., 2018)).

The phenomenology of RF heating in the presence of conductive
implants in the MRI environment has been studied extensively (Nitz
et al., 2001; Park et al., 2007; Yeung et al., 2002; Buchli et al., 1988; Chou
et al., 1997; Golestaniradet al, 2019a). The consensus is that the
tangential component of the electric field (Etan) along the length of
elongated conductive implants acts as a local voltage source generating
RF currents on the leads. When these currents are dissipated in the tissue
at the exposed tip of the lead, local SAR amplification and temperature
rise will occur which can damage the tissue. The past few years have
witnessed a spike in feasibility studies investigating the applicability of
parallel transmit methodologies to reduce the SAR during DBS MRI
(McElcheran et al., 2015; McElcheran et al., 2017a; Eryaman et al., 2011;
Eryamanet al, 2014; Wei et al., 2018; McElcheran et al., 2016; McEl-
cheranet al, 2017; McElcheranet al, 2019), although such techniques
have not been implemented in clinical settings yet. Recently, we intro-
duced the concept of patient-adjustable reconfigurable MRI technology
for DBS imaging at 1.5 T. The system is based on a mechanically rotating
transmitter which steers a zero-electric field onto the electrode, then
images with a high SNR close-fitting receive array (Golestaniradet al,
2016; Golestaniradet al, 2017; Golestanirad et al., 2017). Numerical
simulations with realistic models of single isolated DBS leads demon-
strated virtual elimination of SAR amplification around electrode con-
tacts in nine patient models (Golestaniradet al, 2017). With promising
preliminary results at 1.5T, substantial interest has arisen toward scaling
the technology to higher fields where imaging can render significant
benefits. The present work sets the ground for the advancement of the
reconfigurable MRI technology to 3T. We assess the scalability of the
system for imaging at 127MHz, evaluate its performance in patients with
bilateral implants and fully implanted systems, and report for the first
time, the result of modifications in the DBS surgical procedure that en-
hances the subsequent performance of the new coil. Finally, we discuss
benefits of the technology in terms of possibility of using pulse sequences
currently not accessible to DBS patients due to their high SAR.

Below is a brief description of motivations and novel contributions of
this work.

1.1. Is reconfigurable MRI technology scalable to 3T?

Recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using a rotating
transmit coil to reduce the SAR during MRI of DBS patients at 1.5T
(Golestaniradet al, 2016; Golestaniradet al, 2017; Golestanirad et al.,
2017). There is however, a strong incentive toward DBS imaging at 3T for
target verification and ruling out complications. This is because 1.5 T
MRI consistently underestimates the anterior and lateral boundaries of
subthalamic nucleus and globus pallidus (DBS main target nuclei)
compared to 3T fast gray matter T1 inversion recovery acquisitions (Kerl
et al., 2012), and a clear delineation between healthy and diseased tissue
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that allows detection of intracranial hemorrhage is better achieved at 3T.
As the reconfigurable coil works by steering a low E-field region of the
transmit coil such that it maximally contains the implant trajectory,
question arises as whether this low E-field region is “thick” enough at 3T
to fully contain realistic leads trajectories. This is especially important
considering that DBS leads have complex trajectories with substantially
out-of-plane segments, and that the spatial homogeneity of MRI RF fields
is reduced at higher frequencies.

1.2. Applicability to bilateral leads

To date, studies that have investigated shaping or steering of MRI
electric fields to reduce the SAR during DBS imaging have focused on
single (unilateral) implants (McElcheran et al., 2015; Eryamanet al,
2014; Wei et al., 2018; McElcheran et al., 2016; McElcheranet al, 2017;
McElcheran et al., 2014; Eryamanet al, 2019). In practice however, most
patients with Parkinson's disease undergo bilateral lead implantation
(Ondo et al., 2001) and 52% of patients with essential tremor who
originally receive unilateral DBS eventually need bilateral stimulation
(Tabaet al, 2010). In the context of reconfigurable MRI, the optimal coil
rotation angle to minimize the SAR depends on individual lead trajec-
tories (Golestaniradet al, 2017) meaning a rotating transmit coil has to be
positioned at different angles to minimize the SAR of different leads. This
raises the concern as whether the technique can ever be used in patients
with bilateral implants. To our knowledge, the issue of RF heating of
bilateral DBS leads has not been addressed in the context of E-field
steering techniques, including techniques based on parallel transmit and
dual-drive systems (McElcheran et al., 2015; Eryamanet al, 2014; Wei
et al., 2018; McElcheran et al., 2016; McElcheranet al, 2017; McElcheran
et al., 2014; Eryamanet al, 2019; McElcheran et al., 2017b).

1.3. Isolated leads vs fully implanted DBS systems

DBS surgery is performed in two stages. First, electrodes are
implanted at specific target nuclei (e.g., subthalamic nucleus and globus
pallidus for PD, ventrointermedius nucleus for ET) and the other end of
the lead is tucked under scalp for later connection to the neurostimulator
(Fig. 1A). MRI is useful at this stage for electrode localization and target
verification (Cui and Ling, 2016). In the next step, an implantable pulse
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generator (IPG) is implanted in the chest or abdomen, and leads are
connected to the IPG via subcutaneous extensions (Fig. 1B). Functional
MRI studies that seek to disclose the neuromodulatory effect of DBS are
performed on fully implanted systems (Hancuet al, 2018). To date, the
performance of SAR reduction strategies based on E-field steering has
been only investigated in isolated leads. It is established however that the
presence, position, and configuration of the IPG has a significant effect on
the RF heating (Matteiet al, 2008; Nordbecket al, 2009). Therefore, it is
imperative to investigate the efficacy of field shaping techniques when
applied on fully implanted DBS systems.

1.4. Surgical lead management combined with rotating coil technology

Unlike the meticulously planned intracranial trajectory of the elec-
trode, for which almost every neurosurgeon follows textbook guidelines
to determine the entry point on the skull and chose the angle of pene-
tration to the target nuclei, there are no guidelines for the placement of
extra cranial portions of the leads. Commercial DBS leads come in a series
of fixed lengths at 30 cm, 40 cm and 50 cm which are longer than the
distance from the surgical burr hole (where leads exists the skull) and the
point where leads are connected to extensions (Fig. 1). Surgeons usually
loop the leads arbitrarily on the skull to avoid positioning the excess
material against soft tissue of the neck. This, causes a large variation in
lead trajectories depending on surgeons’ preference and practice style.
The concept of surgical lead management to reduce the risk of MRI RF
heating was first introduced by Baker in phantom studies (Baker et al.,
2005), suggesting the use of external guides to incorporate concentric
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loops in the trajectory of DBS leads to reduce RF heating during MRI at
1.5 T and 3T. These findings were later corroborated in simulation
studies (Golestanirad et al., 2016) and demonstrated to be practically
implementable in clinic (Golestaniradet al, 2019a). Theoretically, lead
management techniques can be modified for use in combination with
E-field steering techniques to augment their benefit. This work reports
the first result of implementing such surgical modifications tailored to
enhance the performance of reconfigurable MRI technology.

In what follows we give a brief overview of the theory and concept of
reconfigurable coil technology for low-SAR DBS imaging, discuss the
details of coil design, numerical simulations, and patient models; eval-
uate the SAR reduction performance of the coil for unilateral and bilat-
eral DBS leads as well as fully implanted systems; introduce a surgical
lead management strategy that significantly enhances performance of the
rotating coil; and discuss the sensitivity of coil positioning to operational
errors and electrical properties of the tissue. Finally, we investigate the
temperature rise in the tissue around tips of DBS leads during eight
typical MRI exams in a patient will fully implanted DBS system scanned
with the body coil as well as the rotating coil in its optimum position.

2. An overview of patient-adjustable MRI coil technology

An overview of the working principle of the reconfigurable MRI coil
technology is given in Fig. 2, depicting a linearly-polarized (LP) rotating
birdcage transmitter loaded with a human head implanted with a patient-
derived model of bilateral DBS leads. The electric field of the coil is given
on a transverse plane passing through the center of the head. Such
Fig. 2. Overview of the working principle of the
rotating coil system. A linearly polarized birdcage
transmitter has a slab-like region of low electric field.
The orientation of this low E-field region can be
steered by mechanically rotating the coil around pa-
tient's head. The heating of conductive wire implants
can be minimized when they are maximally contained
within this low field region. In this figure, the coil
input power is adjusted to produce a mean B1

þ¼ 2 μT
on a central axial plane passing through the head.
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linearly-polarized birdcage transmitter has a slab-like region of low
electric field which can be steered to coincide with the implant trajectory
by mechanically rotating the coil around patient's head. Fig. 2B gives the
maximum of 1g-averaged SAR around tips of left and right DBS leads as
the coil rotates around the patient's head. As it can be observed, local SAR
around DBS contacts can be minimized by positioning the coil at an
optimum rotating angle such that the low E-field region maximally
contains lead trajectories.

3. Numerical simulations: rotating coil and patient models

To assess the performance of the rotating coil system at 3T we con-
structed realistic lead models from postoperative computed tomography
Fig. 3. Reconstructed models of DBS leads registered in a head phantom for finite el
with a fully implanted system were used to extract lead trajectories. Models of elect
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(CT) images of 13 patients implanted with bilateral DBS leads. From
these, 12 patients had isolated leads and one patient had a fully
implanted DBS system with bilateral IPGs. The prospective use of im-
aging data for simulation and modeling was approved by the IRB at our
institutions. Details of image segmentation and model construction were
similar to our previous work (Golestaniradet al, 2019a). The coil was a
shielded 16-rung high-pass linearly-polarized birdcage transmitter with a
diameter of 306mm and a length of 236mm, fed through a cable con-
nected to the upper ring over a matching capacitor. The reference posi-
tion for the feed (φ ¼ 0�) was set to be in front of patient's nose. The
shield was an open solid copper cylinder with a length of 260mm and a
diameter of 365.6mm. ANSYS Electronics Desktop 18.2 (ANSYS Inc.
Canonsburg PA) was used to implement numerical simulations. The coil
ement simulations. CT images of 12 patients with isolated leads and one patient
rode contacts and the insulation were built around each trajectory.
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was tuned and matched to operate at 127MHz using a combined finite
element method and circuit analysis approach as described in previous
works (Golestaniradet al, 2019a; Golestaniradet al, 2017; Golestanirad
et al., 2017; Golestanirad et al., 2016; Kozlov and Turner, 2009; Goles-
taniradet al, 2019c).

Isolated lead models were registered to a homogeneous head phan-
tom (εr ¼ 78;σ ¼ 0:47 S=m) that extended to the base of neck. The fully
implanted system was modeled using the silhouette of the patient con-
structed from head and chest CT images. Fig. 3 shows patient-derived
models and details of DBS contact electrodes.

For each patient model, the coil was rotated around the head with
5.625� increments and the maximum of 1g-averaged SAR was calculated
around tips of left and right DBS leads in a 20mm� 20mm� 20mm
cubic area that surrounded all four electrode contacts (Fig. 4). SAR values
were calculated based on IEEE STD P1528.4 recommendation (IEEE,
2014) using the built-in SAR calculator module in ANSYS HFSS.
Although there are FDA recommended limits of 3.2W/kg for the global
head SAR, and 10W/kg for 10g-averaged local head SAR when operating
in normal mode, there is no guideline for the local SAR in presence of
medical implants. It is well established however, that implant-induced RF
heating is a local phenomenon that occurs in the first few millimeters of
the device and dies off fast (Matteiet al, 2007). For this reason, we
calculated 1g-avereaged local SAR which gives a more focal description
of heating in the vicinity of DBS leads.

A fine mesh resolution was enforced in the tissue surrounding elec-
trode contacts with the mesh size <0.7mm. The mesh size on metallic
contacts and internal wires was set to be< 0.3mm. The computing space
had ~4 million tetrahedral mesh after numerical convergence was ach-
ieved. Total computation time for each finite element simulation was
~4 h on a Dell PowerEdge R740xd system with 1.5 TB RAM and two
Intel(R) Xenon(R) Gold 6140 CPUs (2.30 GHz, 18 cores).

A total of 832 simulations were performed (13 patients� 64 coil
positions). To compare the SAR of linearly-polarized rotating coil with
Fig. 4. A: Spatial distribution of 1g-averaged SAR around DBS contact leads. The m
electrode contacts. B: The spatial distribution of B1

þ
filed on a central axial plane. For a

a spatial mean of 2 μT. C–D: Finite element mesh in the area surrounding the leads
surrounding the leads and <0.3 mm on the electrode contacts.
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the SAR generated by a conventional circularly polarized (CP) body coil,
we simulated a typical 3T high-pass birdcage coil with dimensions given
in the literature (Yeo et al., 2011). To properly load the body coil, we
registered isolated DBS leads into a homogeneous head and torso phan-
tom that extended to the upper chest. Details of the body coil's geometry,
head and torso phantom, and positioning of patient-derived DBS lead
models in the body coil are given in the Supplement Fig. S1. For all
simulations, the input power of the coils was adjusted to produce a B1

þ on
a central axial plane with a spatial mean of 2 μT.

4. SAR reduction performance

Fig. 5 (solid lines) gives the maximum of 1g-averaged SAR (Max1g-
SAR) around tips of right and left DBS electrodes for a full range of coil
rotation angles. The Max1gSAR generated in the tissue by the body coil is
also given for comparison (dashed-lines). For 11 patients, including the
one with the fully-implanted system, we could find an optimum coil
rotation angle that reduced the SAR at tips of both leads to a level below
the Max1gSAR generated by the coil operated in CP mode.
4.1. SAR reduction for unilateral leads

To quantify the SAR-reduction performance of the coil we defined a
metric called SAR-reduction efficiency (SRE) for each lead and at each
coil rotation angle as:

SREUni;n;iðφÞ ¼ 100
Max1gSARCP;n;i �Max1gSARðφÞLP;n;i

Max1gSARCP;n;i

whereMax1gSARCP;n;i is themaximumof 1g-averagedSARat the tip of lead
i (i¼ right, left) in patient n generated by the CP body coil, and
Max1gSARðφÞLP;n;i is themaximumof 1g-averaged SARat the tip of lead i in
patient n generatedby linearly-polarized rotating coil positioned at angleφ.
aximum of local SAR was calculated inside a cubic area surrounding all four
ll simulations, the input power of the coil was adjusted to produce a B1

þ
field with

and on the electrode contacts. Mesh resolution was <0.7mm in the cubic area



Fig. 5. The maximum of 1g-averaged SAR calculated around tips of left and right DBS leads as a function of rotating coil angle φ� (solid lines). The input power of the
coil is adjusted to generate a mean B1

þ¼ 2μT on a central axial plane. The maximum of 1g-averaged SAR is also given for the body coil generating the same mean
B1
þ¼ 2μT (dashed-lines).
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When considering each lead alone, an average SRE of
83.06%� 12.38%was achieved over all 26 leads. The unilateral SRE was
positive for all leads, meaning that we could always find a rotating po-
sition that reduced the SAR at the tip of a unilateral lead to a value below
the SAR generated by the body coil. As expected, the optimum coil
rotation angle that minimized the SAR was different for each lead,
emphasizing the importance of taking realistic trajectories into account
(Greenberget al, 2008; Boonet al, 2007; Laxton and Lozano, 2013).

Fig. 5 also demonstrates the periodic nature of the SAR profile
exhibiting two minima as the coil rotates a full circle. The mean value of
the first optimum rotation angle was 73.99��41.65� averaged over all
leads. From the practical point of view, this means that constructing the
coil housing such that allows 180� rotational maneuverability around a
23
default feed position at 73.99� will be sufficient to cover most typical DBS
cases.
4.2. SAR reduction for bilateral leads

A bilateral SAR reduction metric can be defined as:

SREBi;nðφÞ ¼ 100
Max1gSARCP;n �Max1gSARðφÞLP;n

Max1gSARCP;n

where the Max1gSARCP=LP;n is the maximum of 1g-averaged SAR in the
tissue of patient n at whichever lead that produces the higher SAR. When
considering both leads, an average bilateral SRE of 59%� 38% was



Fig. 5. (continued).
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achieved over all patients. Table 1 gives the values of the maximum of
SREUni,n,i and SREBi,n for each patient and their corresponding optimum
coil rotating angles.

5. Surgical lead management to enhance the performance of
reconfigurable coil

The feasibility and effectiveness of surgeon-initiated improvements in
the routing of DBS leads to mitigate the risk of MRI-induced RF heating
has been recently brought into attention by our group (Golestaniradet al,
2019a). Regarding the reconfigurable coil technology, one can think of
implementing similar surgical strategies that ensure optimal perfor-
mance of the rotating coil for bilateral leads. This can be achieved by
implementing a few modifications. First, incorporating concentric loops
close to the surgical bur hole will further reduce the SAR amplification at
tips of both left and right leads through cancelation of induced voltages
24
as described in our previous work (Golestaniradet al, 2019a). Second,
aligning and overlapping the trajectories of right and left leads and
extension cables will allow the rotating coil to maximally contain both
leads in its low E field region and thus minimizing the SAR at tips of both
implants simultaneously. In cases where two IPGs are implanted bilat-
erally to stimulate left and right leads separately, this can be done by
careful planning to assure both leads, extensions, and IPGs are positioned
into the same coronal plane. In the case where a single double-channel
IPG is implanted unilaterally to stimulate both leads, this can be done
much easier by overlapping extension cables.

To assess the feasibility of implementing surgically modified lead
trajectories, we implanted a 74-year-old female PD patient operated for
STN DBSwith a dual channel IPG (Medtronic ACTIVA PC, Medtronic Inc.,
Minneapolis MN) stimulating both left and right leads. To guide the lead
trajectory, we used curved mayo scissors passed posterior and to the left
of the incision. The blades of the scissors were then opened to their



Table 1
Maximum of unilateral and bilateral SAR Reduction Efficiency (SREn,i and SREnb) for each patient and their corresponding optimum coil rotating angles.

Patients Coil angle (�) SRERight-lead (%) Coil angle (�) SRELeft-lead (%) Coil angle (�) SREBilateral (%)

ID1 124 98 101 69 124 97
ID2 90 67 39 47 56 �18
ID3 101 95 113 79 113 86
ID4 107 83 169 72 124 22
ID5 56 84 62 96 56 94
ID6 169 70 90 92 68 �15
ID7 34 77 39 89 39 89
ID8 17 90 62 96 45 49
ID9 6 94 39 92 28 52
ID10 62 67 68 81 68 81
ID11 62 84 51 88 51 88
ID12 23 78 45 76 39 71
ID13 79 98 118 97 101 70
Mean 71 83 77 83 70 59
Standard deviation 45 11 38 14 32 38
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widest to create a pocket for a coiled lead to be inserted (Fig. 6). The lead
was looped into 2–3 concentric circles at the burr-hole and the rest of the
lead was passed toward the temporal lobe where it would be later con-
nected to the extension. The IPG was implanted in the left pectoralis
(Fig. 7). Lead and extension trajectories were aligned and overlapped as
shown in Fig. 7. A head and chest CT image of the patient was acquired
after the full system was implanted and lead and extension trajectories
were extracted from the image for model construction and simulations
similar to previous patients.

Fig. 8 gives the maximum of 1g-averaged SAR at the tips of left and
right DBS leads as a function of coil's rotation angle. The SAR values
generated by the body coil are also given for comparison. As expected,
when lead trajectories are surgically overlapped, the SAR profile of left
and right leads vary in phase. A maximum bilateral SRE of 95% could be
achieved in this case for the coil positioned at φ ¼ 95:625�.

6. Sensitivity to operational errors

From Fig. 5 it can be observed that large deviations from coil's optimal
angle generate a SAR that is higher than the SAR produced by the body
coil (when normalized to the same B1

þ). This has important safety im-
plications considering both operational errors and uncertainties in
determining the optimum angle. To assess the sensitivity of SAR to de-
viation of the coil from its optimal position we defined a metric called
permissible rotation range (PRR) as the maximum deviation from the
optimal position in either direction that increased the SAR to the level
produced by the CP coil:

PRRi ¼
�
�φi;opt � φi;CP

�
�:
Fig. 6. A: curved mayo scissors with blades opened to the max were used to creat
concentrically and placed on top of the surgical burr hole. A video demonstrating fo
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where φi;opt is the optimum angle for lead i and φi;CP is the angle that
produces the SAR equal to the SAR generated by the CP coil. PRR was
20.16��12.78� averaged over leads. For a coil constructed such that it
allows rotational increments of 5� (which is practical) the PRR will be at
least 4 times larger than coil's rotation resolution.

7. Effect of electrical properties of the tissue on optimal coil
position

A possible approach to determine the optimal position of the coil for
individual patients is to perform simulations on patient-derived models
of implanted device to determine the coil position that minimizes the
SAR for each individual. If such simulation approach is adopted, it will be
important to evaluate the sensitivity of coil's positioning to electrical
properties of the body model. To assess this, we repeated simulations in
two cases with (a) a patient with isolated bilateral leads (ID5, Fig. 3) and
(b) the patient with fully-implanted system and a double-channel uni-
lateral IPG (ID14, Fig. 6), with a range of low to high tissue conductivities
covering the limits reported in the literature (0.2 S/m-0.65 S/m). Fig. S2
of supplemental material gives the result of Max1gSAR as a function of
coil rotating angle for each tissue conductivity. As expected, the absolute
value of the SAR changed by varying the conductivity of the tissue.
However, the position of coil's optimum angle was insensitive to the
electrical properties of body model (<1� change).

8. Temperature rise in the tissue during typical clinical scans

Although local SAR has been widely used as a surrogate to predict the
severity of RF heating during MRI, temperature rise in the tissue (ΔT) is
e a pocket for the looped leads to be inserted. B: Leads were looped 2–3 turns
rming and positioning of the loop is given in the supplementary material.



Fig. 7. Postoperative CT image of a patient implanted
with bilateral DBS leads connected to a double-
channel pulse generator implanted in the right pec-
toral region. Concentric loops were incorporated into
lead trajectories at the surgical burr hole following the
technique described in (Golestaniradet al, 2019a). The
rest of the lead trajectories and extension cables were
aligned and overlapped to follow the same path. A
model of the patient's silhouette and the fully
implanted device was constructed based on the CT
image for finite element simulations.

Fig. 8. The maximum of 1g-averaged SAR calculated around tips of left and
right DBS leads of patient #14 as a function of rotating coil angle φ� (solid
lines). The input power of the coil is adjusted to generate a mean B1

þ¼ 2μT on a
central axial plane. The maximum of 1g-averaged SAR is also given for the body
coil generating the same B1þ (dashed-lines). As expected, when lead trajectories
are overlapped the SAR profiles of right and left leads vary very similarly as a
function of coil rotation angle. This significantly enhances bilateral SAR
reduction by allowing simultaneous SAR minimization at tips of both leads at a
common optimum angle.
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the ultimate measure of RF safety that dictates the limits. To have an
estimate of rotating coil's performance in terms of reducing the temper-
ature rise in tissue we calculated ΔT around tips of left and right leads in
patient 14 during eight typical MRI exams. Simulations were performed
for the rotating coil positioned at its optimum angle as well as the
scanner's built-in body coil, where the input power to both coils was
adjusted to produce the same flip angle on a central axial plane passing
through the head. Table 2 gives the sequences and their parameters.
Combined electromagnetic-thermal simulation were performed as
described in our previous work (Golestaniradet al, 2019c). Scan param-
eters of Table 2 are based on typical clinical sequences on a Siemens 3 T
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Skyra system that we routinely use in our center. Thermal simulations
were performed using the transient thermal analyses solver of ANSYS
Mechanical (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA) which solves the Penne bio
heat equation:

cρ ∂T∂t �rkrT ¼ ρðSARÞ (2)

where c is the specific heat capacity of the tissue (4150 Jkg-1C-1W/m/C
(Cheng and Plewes, 2002)), k is the isotropic thermal conductivity
(0.42W/m-1C-1 (Cheng and Plewes, 2002)), ρ is the density
(1000 kg/m3), and T is the temperature. The initial body temperature
was set to 37�C. ΔT in the tissue generated by the rotating coil in its
optimum angle remained below 1�C for all imaging sequences whereas
temperature increases as high as 10.8�C was reached during imaging
with the body coil.

9. Discussion and conclusion

A significant obstacle to develop and test hypotheses on the mecha-
nism of action of DBS is the lack of a quantitative understanding of the
extent and influence of the stimulation on the neural elements involved.
Much of the scientific effort to address this question has focused on the
cellular effects of stimulation near the electrode (Butson and McIntyre,
2006; Chaturvedi et al., 2010; Grill, 2001; McIntyre et al., 2004a;
McIntyre et al., 2004b; Miocinovicet al, 2006; Golestanirad et al., 2013;
Golestanirad et al., 2012; Golestaniradet al, 2018). While this interesting
question continues to be explored, it is proposed that it may not be the
fundamental issue underlying the therapeutic mechanisms of DBS, and
that changes in the underlying dynamics of the stimulated brain net-
works may represent the intervention's core effect (McIntyre and Hahn,
2010). When investigating the neuromodulatory effects of DBS, neuro-
imaging studies have largely used either positron emission tomography
(PET) or single photon emission tomography (Geday et al., 2009; Ciliaet
al, 2009). MRI has clear advantages to both of these techniques due to its
excellent soft-tissue contrast, easy access, non-invasive nature, and the
richness of the post-processing analytical methods that are available to
use. Present MRI technology however, is limited in its post-operative
applicability for DBS patients due to safety risks.

In the past few years, manufacturers of electronic implantable med-
ical devices have largely reduced the use of ferromagnetic components to
diminish the risk of device dislodgement due to static magnetic fields.
Device programming has been also significantly enhanced to minimize
the risk of malfunction due to interference from gradient fields. RF
heating however, remains a major challenge. Although some



Table 2
Sequences and scan parameters used in typical brain exams and in thermal
simulations. Here TR refers to repetition time, TE to echo time, WE to bandwidth,
FOV to field of view, FA to flip angle, and ST to slice thickness.

Index Sequence TR
(ms)

TE
(ms)

FOV
(cm)

B1þ
(uT)

Acq.
Time

ΔT[�C]
Body coil/
LP coil

1 Localizer 8.6 4 250 0.4 0:13 <0.1�/
<0.1�

2 AX T1
TSE

486 13 200 2.4 2:46 6.9�/0.3�

3 AX T2
TSE

4500 83 240 2.8 3:47 10.8�/0.7�

4 AX FLAIR 9000 81 220 1.7 2:44 2.2�/0.2�

5 AX CISS 8.21 3.81 180 2.4 5:30 8.0�/0.4�

6 AX 3D
TOF

21 3.43 200 2.3 5:52 7.1�/0.5�

7 Diffusion 6600 99 220 1.3 1:54 2.0�/0.1�

8 fMRI 2020 20 170 0.9 8:33 1.3�/<0.1�
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manufacturers have relaxed their guidelines to allow the use of body coils
which was previously prohibited, major practical challenges are virtually
unaffected as stringent power monitoring remains in place (new guide-
lines limit the maximum rms of B1

þ
field to 2 μT and in cases where the

scanner does not report the B field, the more conservative whole-head
SAR limit of 0.1W/kg should be applied). Considerable effort has been
dedicated to understand and control safety risks by characterizing the
problem of RF heating accounting for factors such as lead configuration
(Rezaiet al, 2004; Baker et al., 2005; Golestanirad et al., 2016; Shriv-
astavaet al, 2010), position with respect to MRI RF coil (Nitz et al., 2001;
Matteiet al, 2008; Golestaniradet al, 2019c) and lead material (Golesta-
niradet al, 2019b; Serano et al., 2015). There is however, a consensus
that MRI RF safety is a complex phenomenon with a plethora of inter-
playing factors. As such, it should be tackled from different fronts,
meaning that efforts in designing MR-compatible leads, novel
DBS-friendly MRI coils, and surgical lead management should be com-
bined together to mitigate the risks effectively.

Recently we introduced the concept of reconfigurable MRI coil
technology for low-SAR imaging of patients with DBS implants at 1.5 T.
In this work we demonstrated the feasibility of advancing the technology
to 3T whereMRI can render major benefits, and for the first time assessed
the possibility of including patients with bilateral leads and fully
implanted systems which are most common practices.
9.1. Inter-subject variability of implanted lead trajectories and the role of
surgical planning

During the past 5 years we have examined postoperative CT images of
more than 120 patients with DBS leads for numerical simulations
assessing the SAR. These patients have been operated at three different
centers in Massachusetts General Hospital, Albany Medical Center and
Northwestern Memorial Hospital, and by at least four different neuro-
surgeons. A striking observation was the substantial patient-to-patient
variation in the trajectory of extra cranial portion of the leads (see
Fig. 3). Unlike the meticulously planned intracranial trajectory of the
electrode, for which almost every neurosurgeon follows textbook
guidelines to determine the entry point on the skull and chose the angle
of penetration to the target nuclei, there are no guidelines for the
placement of extra cranial portions of the leads. This causes a large
variation in lead trajectories depending on surgeons' preference and
practice style. In the context of rotating coil technology, such variation
poses a problem for simultaneous reduction of the SAR at tips of bilateral
leads as it can be observed from Fig. 5. In cases where left and right leads
have non-overlapping trajectories, the optimum rotation angle that
minimizes the SAR for one lead could be far from optimum for the other
lead. A relatively simple surgical modification can address this problem
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by aligning and overlapping trajectories of left and right leads and
extension cables. This work demonstrated the first results of such
modification implemented in a patient who was implanted with a bilat-
eral lead system. The bilateral SAR Reduction Efficiency (SRE) of the coil
was substantially higher for the patient with modified lead trajectories
compared to the average in patients who were operated without any
specific instruction (95% vs 59%). An interesting observation was that
the SAR generated by the rotating coil at all rotation angles was always
lower than the SAR generated by the body coil in the patient with
modified DBS trajectory. This is a significant result as it suggests surgical
modifications can significantly reduce the risks associates with opera-
tional errors when the rotating coil is used on patients. In general,
rotating head coil significantly outperformed the body coil in patients
with fully-implanted systems (ID13 and ID14) which was predictable
considering a substantial portion of the DBS device will be outside of
head coil's field of view.
9.2. Limitations of DBS MRI in clinical settings

Currently Abbott (Abbott Laboratories, Chicago IL) is the only
manufacturer of MR-conditional directional DBS leads that allow for
current steering and selective target stimulation for which postoperative
fMRI will provide invaluable information on the mechanism of action of
stimulation. MRI labeling of Abbott DBS systems limits the B1

þ to 1.3 μT
for fully implanted systems. From Table 2 it can be observed that this
value is well exceeded in many typical MRI brain exams. For example,
running a T2-weighted turbo spin echo sequence which is the gold
standard protocol for stroke diagnosis produced 10.8� temperature rise
when the body coil was used, whereas the rotating head coil generated
<1� heating. Other useful but high-SAR sequences are time of flight
angiography and constructive interference in steady state (CISS) MRI.
CISS MRI in particular, is widely used in evaluation of the cranial nerves,
CSF rhinorrhea and aqueduct stenosis (Hingwala et al., 2011). Both se-
quences generated>7� temperature rise in simulations with the body coil
and <0.5� heating when the rotating coil was used in its optimum angle.
It is important to note that although our simulations were performed
using simplified DBS lead models which does not reflect the actual
temperature rise of the commercial device, they still give a fair
comparative view of RF heating generated by MRI body coil and the
rotating coil system.

This work presents a feasibility study to scale the reconfigurable MRI
coil technology for low SAR imaging of DBS patients at 3T. We performed
finite element simulations using patient-derived models of DBS systems
with realistic device configurations. Both isolated leads and fully
implanted systems were evaluated. A total of 832 simulations were
performed to evaluate the SAR reduction performance of a rotating 3T
head coil currently under construction in our lab. Our results showed a
promising SAR reduction efficiency of >80% for unilateral leads and
>59% for bilateral leads. A simple surgical modification in implantation
of DBS leads boosted the coil's SAR reduction efficiency to>90%, leading
to a 15-fold reduction in temperature rise in the tissue during typical MRI
exams compared to a CP body coil. Our results suggest that the recon-
figurable MRI technology offers a promising solution to the problem of
RF safety of deep brain stimulation implants at 3T.
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